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Johnny Depp and Amber Heard situation
April 8, 2020 | 115 upvotes | by caylocsgo

So I’m sure lots of you are aware about the current situation between Johnny and his now ex-wife Amber.
I recently started following the case and after hearing a phone conversation between the two (I will put
the link in the comments) it was extremely disturbing seeing just how much gaslighting and manipulation
was going on. Johnny Depp lost millions of dollars , lost his reputation, lost contracts , and mostly his
respect within his industry. Without any shred of evidence, he was labeled a woman beater, and abuser,
and a manipulator. Now that evidence has come out against Amber, the case is strongly in Johnnys favor
but still, the damage has been done. What do you guys think he could of done differently in this situation?
I think he handled the aftermath extremely well , but I still fail to understand how he let it get to this
point. Such a famous Hollywood actor with endless amounts of pussy but instead he chose the
psychopath bitch who’s dead set on ruining his life and CONTINUES to proclaim his love for her. Is he
just a simp? I don’t get it. What compelled him to stay even after the crazy bitch sliced his finger off? Is it
Stockholm syndrome? Let’s have a discussion about this.
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Comments

Fabulous-Craft • 135 points • 8 April, 2020 02:16 PM 

What could he have done differently?

Don't fuck crazy. Don't LTR crazy. Vet his women better.

If you're Johnny Depp, don't LTR anyone.

caylocsgo[S] • 15 points • 8 April, 2020 02:20 PM 

It’s in a females nature to try and tear a man down , Johnny just came across one of the crazy ones who took
it to the next level. On top of that, lots of blue pilled dudes will talk to a girl over text for a couple days and
before the first date they’re already saying she’s “wife material”. No vetting process at all. And if they do see
flaws , they justify them in their head. All for the sale of whats between her legs. I’m convinced now that
Johnny Depp is a simp and he put up with it because he had her on a pedestal.

[deleted] 8 April, 2020 02:55 PM 

[deleted]

caylocsgo[S] • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 03:04 PM* 

I guess my own cognitive bias reflected in my Comment as most of the females I’ve dealt with in my
life are BPD or something along those lines.

Iluvalmonds83 • 26 points • 8 April, 2020 05:49 PM 

If most of the women you’re chasing after and bagging have BPD / serious personality flaws, that
points at a problem with you and your vetting capabilities. You should look into why you keep
going after toxic/low value women.

caylocsgo[S] • -4 points • 8 April, 2020 05:52 PM 

This was back in my severely blue pilled days . Since then I’ve gone into monk mode (been
around a year now I’ve being doing self improvement and on my grind) and I feel like I’m
almost ready to get back into the game. Once this quarantine is over is when I plan to come
out of monk mode finally.

bestsparkyalive • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 02:41 AM 

Severely blue pilled. Then into monk mode. If you think you’ve made progress yet you
need to be humbled . Buckle up

caylocsgo[S] • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 02:55 AM 

I know this is only the beginning of my journey. I am only 17 right now so I am
extremely lucky to have this information at such a young age. Any tips for a youngster
like me ?

ilo8oli • 1 point • 14 April, 2020 12:27 AM 

start mewing, if you don't know what it is, look it up.

CuntMonteCristo • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 03:10 PM 
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These days most are..

vicious_armbar • 5 points • 8 April, 2020 09:43 PM 

You can fuck crazy as long as you protect yourself. Ie. Use condoms that you securely dispose of, have
indoor security cameras rolling the entire time, don’t ever let your guard down. Professionals in the porn
industry do it all the time.

The problem is Depp didn’t do any of those things. He got into an LTR then subsequently married crazy!

The only thing he could have done to make it worse is knocked her up. Which wasn’t going to happen
because Amber wants to become a Hollywood celebrity and her career depends on her looks.

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 130 points • 8 April, 2020 02:27 PM 

It's turning out well. Well, Depp will never recover his lost rep and money, but she's looking at jail time for
falsifying evidence.

The tide is turning somewhat. Feminism and believe all women are both taking big hits recently. They're
certainly not at the strength they were 5 years ago. Not even 3 years ago. People are wising up more and more.

Another interesting story this week is Adele's divorce settlement. She had to give her ex husband over half of her
money.

caylocsgo[S] • 31 points • 8 April, 2020 02:35 PM 

At the beginning of this whole fiasco when the story first came out the whole feminist movement was behind
Amber and fully intent on ending Johnny Depp’s career inside and outside of Hollywood. They went after
his personal relationships, and everything he held dear. Now that new evidence against her has come to light
, they are surprisingly quiet. Too bad they will not get any backlash by the media whatsoever or else whoever
comes after them will be labeled as sexist and misogynistic for holding them accountable for their actions.

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 40 points • 8 April, 2020 02:39 PM 

I think a lot of normies are waking up because of high profile cases like this. It's actually gone really
well: Depp was totally condemned, long enough for all the feminists to shriek and put all their eggs in
one basket, and now it's revealed he was the victim all along. Very damning for feminists. Normies are
seeing this now. Waking up normies is the key. Normies are the ones who decide what direction a nation
and culture goes in.

caylocsgo[S] • 20 points • 8 April, 2020 02:53 PM  

I’m very convinced that if Hitler was a female , Feminists would still find a way to defend “her”.

ashwani2659 • 4 points • 8 April, 2020 06:07 PM 

Woah.. This thought.... It's worth enough of being a status !

mickenrorty • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 10:46 PM 

Normies go wherever the wind is blowing

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 06:08 AM 

Normies are the wind dude lol
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SalporinRP • 11 points • 8 April, 2020 06:25 PM 

Just like how one of the prominent leaders of the MeToo movement paid a 300k settlement to an
underage boy that she had sex with.

It came out and suddenly there was only crickets. Just goes to show how hypocritical these people are.

Rapists are the scum of the fucking earth and they should be tossed in jail, but these trials by public
opinion are just getting out of hand.

Take Weinstein for instance. Yeah Weinstein deserved to be in bars for the rest of his life. But you really
mean to tell me that with all the media circus they were able to find an impartial jury?

How do you even prove rapes that happened 15 fucking years ago even?

No one wants to talk about it because no one wants to die on that hill but those type of kangaroo court
trials happen to innocent people as well.

Project_Zero_Betas • 8 points • 8 April, 2020 06:16 PM 

but she's looking at jail time for falsifying evidence.

This put a smile on my face

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 3 points • 8 April, 2020 09:18 PM 

Potentially 3 years FYI

Project_Zero_Betas • 6 points • 8 April, 2020 09:32 PM 

She does 10 months in county and call it even

momomotorboat • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 11:40 PM 

It sucks that society is that way. He lost his rep. People know the truth about Amber, but somehow he can't
regain what he lost. Sucks how it works that way.

LoneWolf0mega • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 12:33 AM 

How is it turning out well for him? I can see how feminism is taking a hit from this but, poor Johnny can’t
make can’t make anymore Disney bucks and lost a shit of money.

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 06:10 AM 

I literally said he's lost money and rep. I didn't imply it's turned out well for him.

OfficerWade • 4 points • 8 April, 2020 03:00 PM 

Oh yeah the women are winning the battle but men are winning the war. That’s a harsh words for guys still
going through anger phase. But the truth always comes back, that’s karma for you.

[deleted] • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 12:59 PM 

Have you read up on Alyssa Milano’s recent, blatant hypocrisy?

SIR_SKINNYPENIS69 • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 01:40 PM 

I don't know what you mean by read up on but yeah I know she was a believe all women gal until Biden
got accused. Now she's a hypocrite
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mr4kino • 15 points • 8 April, 2020 05:45 PM 

Bpd, NPD, sadistic personality disease. Google those and you will understand why she does that.

caylocsgo[S] • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 05:57 PM 

I’m very familiar with these terms as I’ve dealt with many females that have these personality disorders in
the past , my failure to understand is with Depp. But I think I get it now. No matter what position you are in
society, if you have a beta mindset women will still take advantage of you. But Depp’s case it was 10x worse
because of all the added craziness

mr4kino • 6 points • 8 April, 2020 07:30 PM 

Hmmm I believe Depp hasn't lived with a crazy one before. From the conversations he is clearly a victim
that doesn't know what is going on. IIRC he lived with his ex wife for around 20 years. We can safely
assume from Depp behaviour that his ex wasn't Bdp and npd. Depp's case is unfortunately a classical
scenario. Fortunately he is still alive. Many guys are living much worse than Depp. The difference in
Depp case is that it got media attention. Most of men would be ashamed to admit a woman hit them and
destroyed them emotionally speaking. This lead to a majority of men being abused in silence. Whereas a
woman natural behaviour is to share to everyone what's happening.

-DeadLock • 1 point • 10 April, 2020 06:58 AM* 

I feel like you are wondering how someone at Depps status could get wrapped up in this.

It has to do with childhood issues. Men who have unstable childhoods have a way higher tolerance, if not
preference, for crazy behaviour. This is covered in No More Mr Nice Guy tangentially.

It's not about how status doesnt protect you from crazy, it's about how status doesnt protect you from
childhood trauma and relational dysfunction.

[deleted] • 14 points • 8 April, 2020 08:09 PM 

A good blowjob goes a long way...

[deleted] • 13 points • 8 April, 2020 03:33 PM 

He should have never been involved with her. Having what he has, he should've known better. It's sad how many
women use false allegations against their rich exes nowadays.

In the end those who suffer are not only man but other women who have really experienced domestic abuse.

caylocsgo[S] • 10 points • 8 April, 2020 02:12 PM 

Link to phone call with analysis: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Cg9SvQSMnoE

Gordon-G • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 02:45 AM 

Wow,.. this is eye opening. Classic female manipulation, rationalization, no accountability!

BodomDeth • 17 points • 8 April, 2020 06:33 PM 

Everyone is overthinking this.

Does being a rich actor make you immune to crazy bitches?

Depp is 56. He obv got tired of the chase and decided to get with a hot young chick.

She turned out a crazy money hungry bitch. Not sure why this is newsworthy.
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caylocsgo[S] • 4 points • 8 April, 2020 06:39 PM 

Because usually in cases like this , it turns out bad for the man. In this case , Johnny was able to prove that
she was lying and now she’s facing possible jail time. Now of course she will never actually see a jail, but
still. Public opinion has turned almost completely against her (I say almost because there are still feminists
who side with her) and she’s basically committed career suicide. Her life is over after this.

BodomDeth • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 07:05 PM 

ok...so...?

Johnny is rich so his lawyers were better than your average chumps. which is good for us, men.

MagnumBurrito • 6 points • 8 April, 2020 08:15 PM 

Depp looks like an alcoholic with all the wine he buys. Probably should get his ass back in shape and drink less.

volvostupidshit • 3 points • 8 April, 2020 10:42 PM 

Eh with his status he really does not have to be in shape. Just look at Leo bagging those new chicks every
few years.

skizzum97 • 42 points • 8 April, 2020 04:59 PM* 

Look at the dude's politics and the causes he supports... Dude is a complete beta and legitimately unintelligent.
However, I can't blame him for fucking Amber I just think her crazy ass easily manipulated his weak frame and
beta mind.

Look at Leonardo DiCaprio by comparison. Similar beta political causes but actually living RP in his personal
life. Dude gives speeches about saving the environment while fucking sluts in their twenties on his private jets
and yachts. Playing the game instead of being a tool like Depp.

Sonichu • 20 points • 8 April, 2020 05:16 PM 

What makes someones politics beta? I'm genuinely curious because I don't see a strong correlation between
someones politics views and how that could categorize them into a 'beta' or 'alpha' personality.

fannyfire • 7 points • 8 April, 2020 06:47 PM 

Anything like affirmative action, hiring quotas, feminism, or just getting something for nothing are pretty
much all beta. BP tells you that you deserve pussy because you’re a nice guy who filled out his punch
card. RP tells you that you don’t deserve shit and that you’re a pussy for thinking that you do. I wouldn’t
consider any political side better because they’re all rich assholes but the policies definitely have an alpha
or beta aspect.

skizzum97 • 8 points • 8 April, 2020 06:49 PM 

Notice that the specific policies that you indicated as beta are all prescribed to the same political side?

Almost like there's a correlation or something �

CuntMonteCristo • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 08:10 AM 

Well we must admit it is hard to find a male feminist in the right wing..

skizzum97 • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 03:27 PM 

There are millions of right wing females though so obviously feminism has been politicized
and somehow one side has been able to claim ownership... because it's not actually about
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equality anymore... I can't believe I'm having to explain this on the RP sub...

CuntMonteCristo • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 06:54 PM 

With all due respect but fact is that the vast majority of females in feminism are left wing.
Just look at a feminist march or slutwalk or whatever and guess the percentage of blue
hair, piercing, alternative, boots, short hair, tattoos etc girls and the percentage of
conservative looking girls without all of that etc. and corresponding conservative traits.
Right wing feminists surely exist but are by far a small minority. Then go to a March for
Jesus and do the same test.

skizzum97 • 2 points • 10 April, 2020 02:24 AM 

I agree with your assessment. Being a feminist in 2020 is a liberal trait and also a beta
one.

CuntMonteCristo • 1 point • 10 April, 2020 07:09 AM 

Agreed my friend. Some say male feminists are the lowest kind of male..trying to
get pussy by betraying their own people...

[deleted] 8 April, 2020 06:25 PM 

[deleted]

319Skew • 5 points • 8 April, 2020 07:46 PM 

The inquisition would like a word about your heresy

IAMNUMBERBLACK • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 08:10 PM 

Am I allowed to say somethings hilarious on trp? Or is that wylin and beta of me to admit

319Skew • 3 points • 8 April, 2020 09:37 PM 

Say whatever and don't give a shit.

IAMNUMBERBLACK • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 09:40 PM 

I wish i could do that irl. Unfortunately theres consequences to saying anything in life. All
possibilities must be weighed in, including here

skizzum97 • 13 points • 8 April, 2020 06:52 PM*  

You can disagree with the Republican Party and the President and still follow RP. You can't follow
RP and also follow the party of feminism, #MeToo, handouts and transgendered children now, can
you?

WonderfulPipe • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 07:36 PM 

This

mikkeldaman • -1 points • 9 April, 2020 02:35 AM 

I say you can be alpha and believe in any cause (including feminism) as long is it's your own
belief and not doing it to win brownie points. After all, it is claimed that women in the Mongolian
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empire were treated quite well under Genghis Khan's rule, compared to the rest of the world at the
time, and Genghis Khan would be about the furthest thing from a beta cuck.

Anyways, I'd say you'd be just as beta if you'd refuse to believe in any of the causes you've
enumerated simply out of fear that the TRP community might laugh at you.

But I agree with you that all these left leaning causes that famous actors claim to support are just
PR stunts and they don't really care about them at all or they were influenced to care because of
their entourage.

-DeadLock • 2 points • 10 April, 2020 06:53 AM 

Right wing can be very beta too. Traditional values is basically just a framework to protect beta
providers. Most religions are pretty beta.

neomorphivolatile • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 09:47 PM 

You sound like a beta.

caylocsgo[S] • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 05:40 PM 

If you look more closely , you’ll notice that your views on politics almost directly correlate with
personality type. Weak , beta personality’s will be much more likely to side with the left, while strong
alpha personality types are much more likely to side with the right.

Sonichu • 30 points • 8 April, 2020 05:49 PM 

I don't think that's necessarily a fair assessment my friend. I don't know what your basing that
analysis from? Confirmation bias? What constitutes beta/left leaning politics and vice versa?

There are many people who display strong 'alpha' personality characteristics who have left leaning
views and many 'beta' males who have right wing views as well.

TRP attitudes and mentality transcends political views fortunately. I'd constitute an left wing SJW
male in the same category of an Alt Right Incel - but I wouldn't really imply it's because of their
politics, but the whole encompassing mentality, how they hold themselves, etc.

In addition to this - it's a dangerous line to put yourself into an ideologue of RIGHT/LEFT
GOOD/BAD. Some ideas you have are probably on both end of the spectrum.

caylocsgo[S] • 12 points • 8 April, 2020 05:53 PM 

Yea it’s probably not as black and white as I made it seem , and there’s a ton of grey area
somewhere in the middle. But in my own personal experiences, that is the tendency that I tend to
notice.

Believeinyourflyness • 12 points • 8 April, 2020 06:00 PM 

I'd constitute an left wing SJW male in the same category of an Alt Right Incel

Great observation my friend

skizzum97 • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 06:41 PM 

The issue being that there's like 5 alt right incels in the world and 100+ million left wing
SJWs

IAMNUMBERBLACK • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 08:13 PM 
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If that were the case, why didn’t Bernie Sanders win?

skizzum97 • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 09:20 PM 

Because his base is predominantly under the age of 25. They have the least life
experience, are not well informed or passionate about politics and, most importantly,
historically do not show up to vote.

IAMNUMBERBLACK • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 09:23 PM 

What’s your thots on 8chan? Are they not far right incels?

skizzum97 • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 09:33 PM 

Practically insignificant. Not a very sizeable group and already ostricized from
the mainstream. I see worse shit here on Reddit in the /politics thread daily that
is somehow okay because its the opposite end of the political spectrum. Which
is why it's so concerning. They should both be ostricized but only one is...

skizzum97 • -7 points • 8 April, 2020 05:56 PM* 

Dude you're intentionally ignoring facts. Notice that you had to use the vague term 'many' to prop
up leftist alphas to the same level as right wingers? That's because you know that those 'many' are
a very small minority of left leaning men. The proportion of men that are considered alpha from
an RP perspective are predominantly right leaning... And a MUCH larger proportion of right
leaning men exhibit RP alpha traits and beliefs compared to leftists. Plus the rare leftist alpha is
almost always RP in their personal life and only spouts leftist politics for optics.

There is absolutely nothing about the Democrat party platform in 2020 that is RP... The point is
that the political issues that are the most important to the left are entirely anti-thetical to RP. Right
wingers have some things that are detrimental also but not even close to the infantile shit the left
is touting.

Go ahead and try to argue otherwise. You'll have a hell of a hard time doing it but I'm genuinely
curious what kind of case could be made to the contrary.

Sonichu • 4 points • 8 April, 2020 06:05 PM* 

I'm not ignoring any facts because there are none being presented to me? I was genuinely
curious what OP thought what constitute alpha/right wing correlation?

No where in my post did I even condone the democratic party (who I despise as well) haha.
I'm not trying to be an asshole but you sound triggered and are displaying beta traits for my
seeking out clarification? You're making grand claims but haven't provided anything that
backs up your claims?

EDIT: Stop adding a ton stuff to your post after the fact, be a man and stand by what you said
initially

mikkeldaman • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 02:44 AM* 

It seems like a lot of people around here got mislead by the fact that since Trump is (and
he really is) the ultimate alpha male, all right-wingers are like him. In fact Trump was
pretty smart, supporting either side when it would benefit him. He just won with right
leaning speeches because a lot of the people that believed in his agenda felt like they lost
their voice during Obama's terms. But I'm sure he could have won with similarly energetic
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speeches claiming equal rights for women and minorities in a society where these
categories were previously oppressed.

Edit: spelling error

skizzum97 • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 06:09 PM* 

Ok, so you refuse to or can't argue otherwise then. Keep believing that there isn't a
correlation between the rise of betas/SJWs/BP and the party of feminism lol. This is about
ideaology.

Conservatives believe in self empowerment. Allowing a man to have his own opinions,
live his life the way he wants, raise his family the way he wants, run his business the way
he wants. It's about allowing empowered men to operate with minimal interference from
the government.

Contemporary liberals are the opposite. More government intervention, more taxes, if you
are rich you should share it, don't say the word 'faggot', believe all women, if you don't let
your 5 year old son dress like a girl and call herself Shirley you're an unfit parent, etc .

This is common sense. Good luck arguing otherwise but I have a feeling you'll bitch out
again because you know it's a rediculous argument.

Sonichu • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 06:17 PM 

I think you're projecting my friend, you're the one getting riled up and not making any
arguments until now - sort of. Your argument is feminism correlates with beta
personality traits?

So the theory of feminism and goal generally would constitute a goal of equality
among both genders. I'm sure you'd agree with that a worthy endeavour. However, like
many movements, a lot of baggage comes with it and ergo toxic ideas. Belittling men,
taking advantage of social capital, witch hunt cries of rape, etc. With that as well, there
are beta men who jump on the wagon, and absorb those ideas, and fall into the 'fuck all
men' mentality because, as far as I can tell they want to try and get pussy the easiest
way they can.

So yes, I'd agree that there are beta males who clamor onto the feminist movement
because of self interest and other factors. But arguably most people would be
considered 'feminism's because they want equality for men and women. However,
wanting equality for men and women doesn't negate teachings of TRP because TRP
teaches about the dynamics of man and women relationships among other factors.

skizzum97 • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 06:25 PM* 

Wow lol. Why are you pretending that the feminist movement is about equality?
And thanks for agreeing with my original point that leftist alphas are doing it for
pussy and optics only. How about the other points I made? I'll bring them back for
you. Feel free to address each one, just make sure they actually correlate to the
topic of discussion, which is 'does political ideaology have a correlation to being
beta or alpha'.

Conservatives believe in self empowerment. Allowing a man to have his own
opinions, live his life the way he wants, raise his family the way he wants, run
his business the way he wants. It's about allowing empowered men to operate
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with minimal interference from the government.

Contemporary liberals are the opposite. More government intervention, more
taxes, if you are rich you should share it, don't say the word 'faggot', believe all
women, if you don't let your 5 year old son dress like a girl and call herself
Shirley you're an unfit parent, etc .

This is about ideaology. Sure they both suck but one is clearly way worse and
entirely anti-thetical to RP.

Sonichu • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 06:40 PM* 

I answered above because you made an edit and keep editing n your initial post
so I couldn't address it, maybe as a 'gotcha' tactic?

My argument initially is that TRP values transcend politics. Your argument is
cherry picking values and tenants you deem good with your view of
conservatism/Classical Liberalism (which I don't disagree with they are values
I ascribe to as well) and the ideas of modern day leftism you don't agree with
and highlighted to make all left wing people look bad. It's a strawman
argument and not really worth my time to get into because I'm sure you'll find
other examples as I can find examples of right wing people acting retarded as
well.

Ideologies and tribalism is antithetical to TRP. I harbour many left/right wing
political views as I'm sure you do. This will be my last reply and my last time
saying this:

Your political beliefs don't necessarily correlate with alpha/beta traits.

Sonichu • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 06:25 PM 

I see you added more to your post. All your arguments are generalizations and cherry
picking as well. Ironically what you're describing as conservatism would be considered
classical liberalism.

My overall argument is not attributing political beliefs to a category of right or wrong.
Tribalism is itself a beta characteristic. I have great friends who are left wing and
display extremely alpha traits. I also have right wing friends who are are alpha as well.

I have friends who are left/right wing who are what would be considered beta but my
argument overall is that your political beliefs don't constitute or rely heavily on TRP.

Gordon-G • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 02:34 AM 

Similar to views on guns and hunting... 99% alpha activity

[deleted] 8 April, 2020 07:53 PM 

[deleted]

Nergaal • 3 points • 8 April, 2020 08:48 PM 

he either doesn't believe what he preaches and takes advantage in a machiavellian manner. or he is a
hypocrite. saving the planet by pulling your pants down is pretty beta to me. he is just preaching to others
to pull their pants down.
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skizzum97 • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 09:22 PM 

Exactly. I don't think of it as hypocrisy as much as I consider it another form of his profession...
Which is ACTING

itiswr1tten • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 09:35 PM 

Just destroy the planet bro

amrit21chandi • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 07:54 PM 

I don't think saving Environment is beta in any way, however sometimes i feel these 'celebs' support
feminism,lgbtq and whatnot just so they don't lose their significant portion of audience.

Gordon-G • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 02:32 AM 

Sometimes... it’s like 99% of the time... Hollyweird is a toxic toilet

StoicPsychopath • 9 points • 8 April, 2020 06:58 PM 

He's obviously a simp trapped in an alpha's body and lifestyle. He should have never got angry on film. That was
his downfall.

Stay stoic.

tyrantgrey • 3 points • 9 April, 2020 12:24 AM 

Feminists do not relent. Their whole schtick impinges on the retarded idea that anything and everything
male/masculine/manly is evil.

Fembitches caved but only a little. They think compromise is enough. They’re saying “they were both abusive.”

Go back and listen to this again. Depp never laid a finger on Heard. Every single time, it was AH who started
getting violent. JD would always walk away.

JD is the voice of reason.

Then you have faggots who will always defend the vagina despite never having touched one. These morons need
to get a life

There’s a reason why dyke relationships have the highest rate of physical/emotional abuse. Cuz women don’t
know how to regulate their emotions. They’ve never been told no, never been punched in the face enough when
they tried to step to Jack who’s anywhere from and inch to a foot taller than they are.

I’m tellin you guys. Stop fuckin giving these bitches attention. Treat em like dogs. Good gets a treat. Bad gets
reprimand/conditioning.

caylocsgo[S] • 2 points • 9 April, 2020 12:47 AM 

You explained it perfectly. Training a bitch is... well like training a bitch. Reinforce good behavior , punish
bad.

David949 • 3 points • 9 April, 2020 01:29 AM 

Don’t get married1.
Don’t stick your dick in crazy2.
Have a zero tolerance policy3.
Keep a level head and document everything4.
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Project_Zero_Betas • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 06:15 PM 

Such a famous Hollywood actor with endless amounts of pussy but instead he chose the psychopath bitch
who’s dead set on ruining his life and CONTINUES to proclaim his love for her.

Even /u/tred_pill has been arrested multiple times because of ever-expanding false allegations. Some times guys
just get involved with crazy girls who do dumb shit.

agjrpsl • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 08:21 PM 

He should of walked away and moved on. He got suckered into typical divorce propaganda. Should of called the
cops. Should of let his attorney handle it all. .

SpiderAlpha33 • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 08:30 PM 

Always vet your women yeah. Skipping that step could lead to serious waste of time. Spend some extra time
early and save time later. Most dudes just want to get their dick wet as soon as possible and forget the
importance of intelligence.

caylocsgo[S] • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 08:51 PM 

Unfortunately that’s the case with most men. They think so much with the wrong head that they end up
compromising their own integrity just to get what’s between her legs.

beginner_[�] • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 07:01 PM 

I'm not sure. The fact that call is recorded at all hints it was a plan from Johnny (or his lawyers) to trap her. Of
course the lovey doey shit being part of it. Or I'm just naive. I can't simply see saying that stuff and meaning it to
someone that falsely accused me.

Swimming-Syllabub • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 08:48 PM 

Fuck no Name sluts Read Trp

neomorphivolatile • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 09:46 PM 

She will probably still have a star role in the next Aquaman movie and go on as if she never did anything wrong.

Gordon-G • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 02:29 AM 

No I believe they kicked her off the cast

[deleted] • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 12:23 AM 

In my mind, the only way to avoid this, would be to slightly lower your standards for "the one" and get a ride or
die chick.

thrwy75479 • 1 point • 9 April, 2020 03:02 AM 

crazy chicks are helluva drug

Relaxredditrockstar • -3 points • 8 April, 2020 03:04 PM 

Knowing all of this I would still fuck amber heard right now, and I mean right now as in walk out of my kitchen
and fuck her in the living room. My boy Depp got caught with his dick in crazy. Money or not it happens.
Sometimes more often with money. Everyone I know has been caught in the this girls so hot I’m gonna stick
around for the sex. Then it reaches the point where the nut isn’t worth the squeeze
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IBETITALL420 • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 07:01 PM 

Never get married, don't have LTR's, plate and be done with it

caylocsgo[S] • 3 points • 8 April, 2020 07:13 PM 

Plating gets boring after a while , don’t you think? The whole point of plating is to keep an abundance
mindset and eventually find a woman who is high quality enough to quality for an LTR.

IBETITALL420 • 0 points • 8 April, 2020 07:16 PM 

no such thing as high quality women my friend, and this isn't MGTOW or incel talk, this is RP
talk....AWALT they are all hypergamous/hoey and will branch swing to something better always......it's
better to just plate them....seriously...

you already know AWALT, and it's shattered your reality.... why would u want to regress back

caylocsgo[S] • 5 points • 8 April, 2020 07:22 PM 

I’ll have to respectfully disagree with you there. There are definitely high quality women out there.
You may not have seen them yet , but they exist. Women who were raised by a strong father figure ,
know to respect masculine authority are generally good LTR’s. Women with little baggage are out
there, they exist as well. You just have to vet properly.

IBETITALL420 • 1 point • 8 April, 2020 07:27 PM 

how do u have abundance mentality with a LTR?

caylocsgo[S] • 4 points • 8 April, 2020 07:32 PM 

By the time you’re in an LTR, you should have already applied enough dread to where she
knows you are high Value and she can’t risk losing you. Just continue to hold frame and you
should have no issues.

IBETITALL420 • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 07:35 PM 

sounds like oneitis, just do you......i personally 100% disagree

take care

caylocsgo[S] • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 07:37 PM 

I’d like to finish by asking you if you plan on having children? I’d like to think once
I’m approaching my 40’s that I’ve experienced enough to know what a quality quality
women is and be able to choose right when selecting who will have my children.

jealousmelon • 2 points • 8 April, 2020 07:38 PM 

Well you can't have children with plates so you have to settle at some point. If you
want children that is.

young_bean6 • -1 points • 8 April, 2020 06:17 PM 

I don't know if anyone else has noticed the rise in referring to men as kings nowadays. Does that have anywto do
with the weakening of feninism
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